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Date: September 12, 2021                                                                   Scripture: Acts 

5.12-42 

Title: Are You Actually Happy?  

 
 

Introduction to Analog 
The word, Analog, means “something that is similar or comparable to something else”.  

 Analog is designed to be a tangible way to take another, deeper, look into each week’s 

Sunday morning message. Individuals, friends, small groups, and families can use Analog 

for further discussion and exploration of the Sunday teaching. May this tool help you 

explore the expansive heart of God and practice love in the ways of Jesus.  

 
 

Teaching Season 
In this season of teaching, we will explore our meaning, we will ask questions that help us 

discover who’s we are and why we are here. One possible source of meaning in this life is 

suffering. All of us will encounter suffering. How we choose to live through the suffering that 

will come our way is up to each of us. Wisdom traditions offer us a way to not only navigate 

troubled times, but how we can embrace joy and hope right in the midst of hard times. 

Even more, they teach us how to embrace suffering, and, in doing so, become those who 
say, “Yes! to life,” in spite of everything.  

 

 

Teaching  
This week we explored a larger narrative of which we are all apart. This pushes against the 

idea that there is no larger story, and everything is only chance. It is this belief that has led 

us to believe that we have to sort our own problems, and that we, in a sense, are on our 

own. But if we are a part of something bigger, then there is always more to the story. While 
it does not make sense of suffering; it can give us a direction in the midst of it. 

 
Listen to the teaching online or on the DCC App   

 

Opening Question for the Group: What are your high and low from the past week?  

 
 
Questions for Discussion or Reflection 
Here are some questions for discussion or reflection. Don’t feel like you have to cover them all, and 

you may have questions of your own to ask. The Spiritual Practice for this week could be very 

meaningful for you or your group, so plan on 10 minutes or so for this exercise. If you are using this 

in a group context, read through these questions and the Spiritual Practice before your group 

meets to familiarize yourself with this material. You may want to send this out to the group before 

you meet. 
 

1. What stands out from this week’s teaching? Did anything specific catch your 

attention as you listened?  

 

2. The disciples were connected to the larger story of God. They were active 
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participants in the divine story God is writing. Their actions in Acts were 

upsetting the social order and many considered them foolish. What seemed to be 

motivating the disciple’s behavior was the story Jesus’ life invited them into. In 
the ancient world stories grounded you and rooted you, they gave you a sense of 

place in the world. These stories, legends or myths gave people meaning, and 

informed their place in the world.  Do you think stories, legends, and myths still 

do this today?  

 

3. A lot of people hear the word myth and think that means something is false, but 

myth actually means that which is always true.  

a. How have you thought about Myths? Have you considered this perspective 
before?  

 

4. Jesus’ life invited the disciples to participate in the greater divine story God is 

writing, and the disciples saw the Kingdom come. What do you think the story of 

Jesus tells the world? What is the life of Jesus inviting us to today?  

 

5. Today countless stories are clamoring for our attention. Stories, myths, 

narratives that can shape us. What story are we operating in? What stories have 
we chosen to believe?  

a. How does this story inform our everyday lives?  

b. Is this the story we desire to shape our lives?  

 

6. Stories shape people.  How is the story of Jesus, and the greater story God is 

writing shaping you?  

 

 

 
Spiritual Practice: Lectio Divina or “Sacred Reading” 

 
 

 
There are two ways to engage our spiritual practice this week.  We’ve included the written 

practice below, but also encourage your group to listen to the spiritual formation podcast of 

the Welcoming Prayer. You can listen to this guided prayer through the Welcoming Prayer 

by clicking on the link below. You can also access the spiritual formation podcast through 

the DCC App.  

 

Spiritual Formation Podcast: Lectio Divina – John 1  

 
 
Lectio Divina or “sacred Reading” is an ancient way of prayerfully receiving the Word of God. The 
process of Lectio Divina engages the whole person before Christ by reading a passage in Scripture 
through four times. Each time we engage with the Word in an intentional way. There are typically four 
movements that we engage in after each reading.  
 
Begin your time by taking 2-3 minutes of silence to quiet your heart and soul before the Lord.  
 
First Reading (Lectio/Listen ) - This first reading is a way for us to listen, to be still before the Lord 
and simply hear the Word. During the first reading, simply listen for an overall sense of the passage. 
Listen with your whole self, mind, body, soul, and spirit.  As you listen, get familiar with the ideas; if it’s 
a story, use your imagination to place yourself in the scene. Pay attention not only to your thoughts but 
try to engage emotions and physical sensations. 
 

https://spiritualformation.podbean.com/e/spiritual-formation-podcast-lectio-divina-%e2%80%93-john-1/
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Read the passage aloud for the first time, then allow a short period of silence for people to process and 
journal if desired. (See the last page)  
 
Second Reading  (Meditatio/Meditate) The second reading is a chance for us to reflect on the 
passage. In this reading, listen for any particular word or phrase that stands out. It may be for a reason, 
or it may feel random. It can be positive or negative. What is one word or phrase from the passage that 
resonates with you? Write this word down and it will be the Word you can rest in and ruminate on 
today/this week.  
 
 
Read the passage aloud for the second time, then allow a short period of silence for people to process 
and journal if desired. After a period of silence invite people to share their word or phrase aloud if they 
are comfortable sharing. (See the last page) 
 
Third Reading (Oratio/Pray) The third reading is an opportunity for us to bring our hearts to God, 
offering our loving God whatever surfaces during the readings, our emotions, our longings, whatever is 
stirred in us, we offer it to God in conversation with him.  After this reading, take several minutes to 
reflect and pray on how the Lord is inviting you to engage with him and the word or phrase you have 
been given. What feelings does it stir in you? Do you feel prompted to act or change anything? Come 
before God as you are and be honest about what this story is stirring in you. Ask for His invitation.  
 
Read the passage aloud for the third time, then allow a period of silence for people to process and 
journal if desired. After the time of reflection invite people to share your invitation with the group. (See 
the last page) 
 
Fourth Reading (Contemplatio/Contemplate) This reading is a time for us to rest in God’s presence, 
in His embrace. No words are needed, no action, this is a time for us to simply sit in the presence of 
God. Awake to Him in a new way.  
 

Read the passage aloud for the fourth time, then allow a period of silence for people to 
process and journal if desired. After the time of reflection, close in prayer.  


